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PROSPECTIVE REMEDIES IN CONSTITUTIONAL ADJUDICATION

DOUG RENDLEMAN*

The archetypal constitutional plaintiff represents a class, sues in federal court, and asks the court to declare something unconstitutional and to effect a remedy against a local or state government official. If this litigant succeeds, the court must accommodate its remedy to federalism's perquisites. The remedy should advance some substantive or constitutional purpose. The mutual respect compelled by federalism exacerbates the inherent difficulties of attaining a successful remedy. This article examines the remedial relationships between class actions, declaratory judgments, and injunctions.

The remedial task is to convert law into results. Most people comply with the law when it is communicated and known. Federalism operates without friction when state and local officials respect and enforce federal law. But law is often out of touch with individual, cultural, or regional values: prohibition was widely ignored; school prayers continue; and school desegregation still faces widespread opposition.

Stare decisis means that courts tend to follow earlier decisions. Unless a higher court in the hierarchy has decided a binding precedent, however, a court need only follow an older case if "correct." Even "binding" precedent merely tells a court what to do; it says nothing coercive to a layman.

The bitter-end defendant poses the remedial dilemma. For example, four years after the Supreme Court held the Virginia miscegenation statute unconstitutional,1 a white soldier and his black fiancee applied for a marriage license in Calhoun County,

---
* Associate Professor of Law, College of William and Mary.
Alabama. The probate judge refused the license because it was "illegal." A deputy attorney general agreed, saying, "[w]hen the U.S. Supreme Court rules in a case it is just binding on people in that particular case . . . . They don't just wipe these laws off the books all over the United States because of one ruling."2

When people deny precedential value, a stiffer prospective remedy is in order to ensure compliance. Courts have several remedies. Simply "taking over" is probably the most extreme judicial remedy. The legal word for a judicial takeover is receivership, managed by a receiver or a master. Courts usually use receivers in economic insolvency; a receiver for a moral or constitutional bankrupt would be an innovation. Federal courts almost always refuse to appoint receivers to state and local government posts.3

Second, the court may enjoin and compel the defendants, at the risk of contempt, to do, to forebear, or to cease. Litigants and courts favor injunctions, the central prospective remedy.

Third, the court may merely declare, telling the parties how the law affects the controversy. Declaratory judgments are an emerging constitutional remedy.4

Several "persuasive" techniques make up the fourth alternative. A court may do nothing except retain jurisdiction, obviously implying, "I am keeping my eye on you."5 The court may also appoint monitors or observers, or ask the parties to form committees, to file periodic reports, and to submit plans. These alternatives may be summoned alone or in combination with declaring and enjoining.6

---


4 See, e.g., Alsager v. District Court, 518 F.2d 1160 (8th Cir. 1975).


CLASS ACTIONS

Class actions are not precisely remedies, but enhance remedies by spreading the judgment’s effect beyond named parties. A class action’s primary purpose is to aggregate small claims into a plaintiff class, an economically feasible litigation unit.7 Litigants use class actions for substitutionary relief. If declaratory relief establishes liability for money damages, a plaintiff class expands the benefitted group.8 Conversely, an unsuccessful plaintiff’s class action to recover money gives the defendant res judicata protection from a subsequent action by a class member.9

In Caesar v. Kiser,10 plaintiff charged that the North Carolina mechanic’s lien statute was unconstitutional. The court declared the statutes unconstitutional in part, holding that plaintiff was entitled to recover damages, but declined plaintiff’s request for a class action: “Since this action attacks the constitutionality of a statute, the effect of the declaratory judgment, in reality, provides the same relief for all persons who are affected by the statute. The request for a class action is, therefore, not necessary and is denied.”11

The declaration and money damages in Caesar v. Kiser made the named plaintiff “whole.” What was the point of the class action? The group aggrieved by the named defendant was probably not large. The contemplated plaintiff class here would have added little to the declaration-damage remedy and maintenance of a class action would have injected new issues into the trial.

To allow money recovery for sales before the statute was declared unconstitutional, the court would have had to ignore persuasive precedent12 and hold the decision retroactive. To expand recovery damage further, plaintiff should have sued defendant class of garage owners, with someone on plaintiff’s side paying the bill

---

11 Id. at 650. See also Abbit v. Bernier, 387 F. Supp. 57, 59 n.2. (D. Conn. 1974).
for notice.\textsuperscript{13} When defendants received notice, they may have argued against inclusion.\textsuperscript{14}

It may be difficult, as a practical matter, to attain full compliance with the decision in \textit{Caesar v. Kiser}. If the decision is communicated effectively and if all garage owners are willing to obey, then the precedent will be effective. But consumers are diffuse and often poorly informed. A garage owner, either ignorant or unscrupulous, may act inconsistently with the holding.

Plaintiff, for law reform reasons, may seek to enjoin a defendant class to extend injunctive control over larger groups.\textsuperscript{15} But a defendant class may not add much to an injunction against named defendants. Whether or not plaintiff represents a class, ending the harm for one may benefit many;\textsuperscript{16} when a single plaintiff persuades a court to abate defendant's smoking chimney, all the neighbors breathe fresher air. Even though relief is not class based, courts may shape an injunction to benefit nonparties.\textsuperscript{17}

Procedural devices which create almost the same effect as a defendant class exist to compel compliance with an injunction. Rule 25(d) substitutes a governmental defendant's successor as defendant and exposes a breaching successor to contempt.\textsuperscript{18} Rule 65(d) compels employees and cohorts to obey.\textsuperscript{19} Rule 65(d), however, requires notice of the injunction which may dilute contempt as a sanction.\textsuperscript{20}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{13} Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 94 S. Ct. 2140 (1974).
\item \textsuperscript{14} Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(2)(A). Even though rule 23, by its terms only, requires notice in (b)(3) or damage actions, some courts have insisted that due process also requires notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions. See, e.g., Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin 391 F.2d 555, 564-65 (2d Cir. 1968).
\item \textsuperscript{15} See, e.g., Lance v. Plummer, 353 F.2d 585 (5th Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 384 U.S. 929 (1966).
\item \textsuperscript{17} See, e.g., Brito v. Zia Co., 478 F.2d 1200, 1207 (10th Cir. 1973).
\item \textsuperscript{18} Miller v. Carson, 401 F. Supp. 835, 843 (M.D. Fla. 1975); Lucy v. Adams, 224 F. Supp. 79 (N.D. Ala. 1963), \textit{aff'd per curiam sub nom.}, McCorvey v. Lucy, 328 F.2d 892 (5th Cir. 1964).
\item \textsuperscript{19} Miller v. Carson, 401 F. Supp. 835, 844 (N.D. Fla. 1975); Regal Knitwear Co. v. NLRB, 324 U.S. 9 (1945) (dicta).
\item \textsuperscript{20} Garrigan v. United States, 163 F. 16, 21-23 (7th Cir. 1908), cert. denied, 214 U.S. 514 (1909).
\end{itemize}
Plaintiffs may consider a defendant class to achieve effective relief against all who may frustrate the right asserted but even this tactic is not perfect. Rules 25(d) and 65(d) do not reach diffused, private defendants. Garage owners, for example, are not united by an agency relationship. Moreover, viewed from the other side, backing an injunction against a defendant class with contempt creates potential unfairness. Plaintiff chooses the representative and putative class members may lack a realistic opportunity to litigate the injunction.

Defendant classes create immense problems of notice, communication, enforcement, and fairness in contempt. The class shifts the focus from a plaintiff's personal grievance to the collective grievances of the class. Given these additional difficulties inherent in class actions, it should surprise no one that courts are reluctant to grant injunctive relief against a class especially where the court may be content, as in *Caesar v. Kiser*, with individual redress and the educational effect of a declaratory judgment.

Many of the class action's virtues are ephemeral, speculative, or adequately performed by other devices. If plaintiff omits the class action, will nonparties be injured or prejudiced? Dissatisfied nonparties need not stand idly outside a nonclass suit gnashing their teeth. They may, if adequately connected to the controversy, intervene as plaintiffs or defendants and participate as parties. Even after judgment, nonparties may be allowed to intervene to appeal,21 or to alter or modify an injunction.22 Alternatively, nonparties with plaintiff interests may file a second suit against the same defendants and ask the court to preclude those defendants from relitigating issues adjudicated in the first suit.23

Class actions have several incidental benefits. A class of plaintiffs makes the case more difficult to moot when the named plaintiff graduates, gets a haircut or promotion, or leaves the state.24 If a court allows mailed rather than served notice, a class of defendants may be cheaper to sue. Finally, if both plaintiffs and defendants are classed, plaintiff's lawyer can pick names to style the

---

lawsuit cleverly. A lot may be said for a case named *Sherman v. Atlanta*.

At times defendant classes are indispensable to effective relief. One commentator states, "Where a question of law is decisive . . . , the concept of *stare decisis* furnishes almost the same advantages as a class action. . . . [A] decision on the law effectively binds non-parties without upsetting our assurance that due process has been done . . . ."25

As comparing *Schneider v. Margossian*26 with *Callahan v. Wallace*27 reveals, such faith in precedent as a remedy is touching but perhaps naive. In *Schneider*, the issue was whether it was constitutional for a plaintiff to attach or garnish a defendant's bank account without notice to defendant. Such ex parte process, the court held, violated due process. The plaintiff sued all court clerks as a class. The state Attorney General told the clerks and sheriffs to cease issuing and serving the writs. The court denied plaintiff's request for a class of clerks, saying "we are not persuaded by the prospect of other district court clerks proceeding in disregard of our decision . . . ."28 Denying the plaintiff the opportunity to sue a defendant class in *Schneider*, the court expressed its confidence that communicated precedent was sufficient to end the unconstitutional practice.

*Callahan* presents a contrast. In 1966, a federal court enjoined an Alabama justice of the peace from trying infractions because, the court held, it was unconstitutional for the justice of the peace to collect fees only for convictions.29 In 1968, another federal court held the Alabama statutes unconstitutional and enjoined the named defendants from proceeding in justice of the peace courts.30 In 1969, the Supreme Court affirmed the second case.31

"[T]he then Attorney General of Alabama," the *Callahan* court said, "took no action, or very belated action, to inform justices generally that they should cease the trial of traffic cases."

27 466 F.2d 59 (5th Cir. 1972).
28 349 F. Supp. at 746.
Further "there was evidence that in answer to specific inquires the Attorney General advised that the Supreme Court case applied only to the county in which the defendant justices resided."32 Sheriffs and troopers continued to lodge and try charges in justice courts.

Callahan was brought to stop this. All justices of the peace, all sheriffs, the public safety director, and other state officials comprised the defendant class. The court of appeals affirmed full injunctive relief against the defendant class.33

Plaintiffs' attorneys contributed not to the development of new law but to the enforcement of existing law. With a class action, they enjoined everybody with a capacity to thwart plaintiffs' constitutional right, and established the proposition that the United States Supreme Court's decisions apply in all parts of the state of Alabama.34

In Schneider and Callahan, the courts respectively denied and granted the inclusion of defendant classes. Those decisions turned on whether the court thought action against a class necessary to enforce an injunction and to attain compliance with the law. If people obey without more, precedent suffices; a defendant class to enlarge the ambit of injunctive relief is unnecessary. Habitual and insolent resistance, however, evokes sterner measures.

Injunctions and Declarations

A declaratory judgment is a remedy or a procedural tool hiding behind a remedy. A declaration may serve as a foundation for an injunction or damages. Declaratory relief, formerly concealed within suits to quite title, to rescind, to interplead and to reform, has emerged as an independent, freestanding remedy.

Two types of litigants seek declaratory relief-plaintiffs who could sue for damages or an injunction but disdain to do so and people embroiled in an actual controversy which has not developed to the stage at which someone could seek damages or an injunction. A declaratory judgment is a final judicial determination clarifying and settling legal relations by telling the parties to a contro-

32 466 F.2d at 61 and n.2.
33 Id. at 62.
34 Id.
versy what their rights and obligations are. Declarations refine precedent by identifying the people and the problem.

A plaintiff may ask a court for either declaratory or injunctive relief before suffering actual injury. Both, as discussed here, lack substitutionary features and are prospective remedies. Before either enjoining or declaring, courts insist upon an actual, mature, or ripe controversy; courts disdain to enjoin or declare in response to hypothetical, abstract or green questions.

Callahan answered the question whether an injunction adds anything to declaration. If all were law abiding, a declaration would be the equivalent of an injunction. But the world is not such a pleasant place. Violation of a declaration is not contempt. Injunctions command parties to obey. If parties violate an injunction, the court may hold them in contempt. In the abstract, an injunction may be viewed as a declaration backed by a contempt sanction.

Before declarations became accepted, courts said that without contempt, injunctions would merely advise. Today, however, observers view the noncoercive declaration as virtuous. Courts and commentators frequently say that the declaratory judgment is the more civilized and milder remedy. Professor Borchard put it this way: "The adjudication, not the command, is the essence of judicial power, and in our civilized communities, it is the adjudication, and not the command, which evokes respect and official sanction, because it is a determination by the societal agent appointed to perform that function, and thus irrevocably fix legal relations." Declarations may lack an injunction's contempt teeth, but a society committed to the rule of law should not always need a bite to back up its bark.

---

28 E. BORCHARD, DECLARATORY JUDGMENTS 299 (1934).
34 E. BORCHARD, DECLARATORY JUDGMENTS 10 (1934).
Because we distinguish between injunctions as coercive and declarations as noncoercive, the sanctions and prospective effect of those rulings differ. To preserve a controversy for adjudication, procedure allows preliminary injunctions and temporary restraining orders before final judgment.\textsuperscript{12} Violation of these interlocutory orders is contempt.\textsuperscript{43} Because declarations neither compel nor forbid conduct, there are no interlocutory declarations punishable by contempt.\textsuperscript{44}

Applying the doctrine of res judicata to a declaration may convert it from an advisory opinion into a judgment in the traditional sense.\textsuperscript{45} But because injunctions guide conduct in a changing future, some observers think res judicata inapposite for injunctions.\textsuperscript{46}

A declaration may be easier to obtain than an injunction. Equity limits the granting of injunctions. Plaintiff must be threatened with "irreparable injury" and reveal "clean hands" before a court will enjoin. But these limits do not circumscribe corresponding declaratory relief.\textsuperscript{47} Second, because a court intrudes less when declaring than when enjoining, a single federal judge may declare a state statute unconstitutional; to enjoin state authorities from enforcing the same statute a three judge panel must be convened.\textsuperscript{48}

Courts recognize that there are times when it is propitious to declare but unseemly to enjoin. In Powell v. McCormack,\textsuperscript{49} the question was whether the United States House of Representatives

\textsuperscript{12} Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(a),(b).
\textsuperscript{13} United States v. United Mine Workers, 330 U.S. 258 (1946).
\textsuperscript{15} Ma Chuck Moon v. Dulles, 237 F.2d 241 (9th Cir. 1956), cert. denied, 352 U.S. 1002 (1957); 28 U.S.C. § 2201 (1970); Restatement of Judgments § 77 (1942); E. Borchard, Declaratory Judgments 10-11 (1934); S. Rep. No. 1005, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1934).
\textsuperscript{16} Developments in the Law: Injunctions, 78 Harv. L. Rev. 994, 1080-81 (1965); Restatement of Judgments § 54(b) (1942).
\textsuperscript{18} Alsager v. District Court, 518 F.2d 1160, 1166 (8th Cir. 1975); Age of Majority Educational Corp. v. Preller, 512 F.2d 1241, 1245 (4th Cir. 1975).
\textsuperscript{19} 395 U.S. 486 (1969).
had power to exclude a duly elected person who met the age, citizenship, and residency qualifications. The Supreme Court reversed a court of appeals decision that the political question doctrine barred relief and remanded for further proceedings. Apparently recognizing the hazards implicit in officiously interposing, the Court stated that "a Court may grant declaratory relief even though it chooses not to issue an injunction." 50

The United States Supreme Court has refined its ability to declare instead of enjoin in one abstruse but crucial type of proceeding: suits in which a present or potential state criminal defendant asks a federal court to relieve him from a state prosecution. The federal courts in those cases must integrate their duty to protect citizens' constitutional rights with separation of powers and federalism interests of the highest order. The Court distinguished injunctive from declaratory relief, saying "a federal district court has the duty to decide the appropriateness and the merits of the declaratory request irrespective of its conclusion as to the propriety of the issuance of the injunction." 51

In Roe v. Wade 52 and Doe v. Bolton, 53 the Court stated the reason for separating the remedial questions. The Court held that the statutes which forbade almost all abortions were unconstitutional. The district court had declared without enjoining. The Court approved. "[W]e assume," the majority observed, "the Texas prosecutorial authorities will give full credence to this decision that the present criminal abortion statutes of that State are unconstitutional." 54

Justice Brennan, in his separate opinion in Perez v. Ledesma 55 and his majority opinion in Steffel v. Thompson, 56 distinguished

50 395 U.S. at 499.
52 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
54 410 U.S. at 166. The Court also mentioned that the statutes did not abridge free speech. Id. This may bear on the federal court's decision to intercede. But once the answer is affirmative, this observer cannot determine whether the fragile nature of first amendment freedoms provides a reason to distinguish one remedy from another. See also, Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S. 179, 201-02 (1973).
declaratory from injunctive relief. Steffel’s holding is narrow: if state authorities threaten but have not commenced a criminal prosecution, then comity, equity, and federalism do not preclude a federal declaratory judgment that the prosecution or statute violates the Constitution, although those same principles might preclude an injunction against an actual prosecution. 57 The reasoning is important. There are differences between declaratory and injunctive relief. Congress, when passing the declaratory judgment act, intended to supply federal litigants with a milder and less meddlesome remedy than the injunction. Thus, a declaration may be proper where an injunction is impolitic.

Some generalizations emerge concerning declarations and injunctions in constitutional adjudication. The remedies are separate. Declarations are less intrusive. 58 Indeed, to declare without enjoining may be part of a judge’s considerable remedial discretion. 29 Courts begin to consider declaratory relief when an injunction may endanger inter- or intra-governmental relations. If it appears that the defendant will obey, an injunction may be officious and otiose; a declaration may suffice. 60

Lower courts declare without enjoining in a variety of circumstances, 61 and often render remedial decisions equivalent to declarations without articulating the distinctions. 62 Judge Carven states

58 Id. at 469; H.R. Rep. No. 1264, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1934).
60 Alsager v. District Court, 518 F.2d 1160, 1165 (8th Cir. 1975).
the reason in *Turner v. Blackburn*: "To enjoin the clerk of one of 100 counties is unseemly and, we think, unnecessary. County and state officers of North Carolina are not, and never have been, indifferent to the commands of the Constitution as interpreted and applied by either state or federal courts. *Stare decisis* in a state dedicated to the rule of law can be as effective, we think, as injunction."

Courts must decide whether to enjoin or declare. Enjoining, when declaring will suffice, may create the impression that the defendant will ignore the decision unless threatened by sanctions. If, however, defendants ignore a declaration, someone must reengage them in time and money, consuming additional litigation, perhaps stirring local passions in the process. Moreover, courts should err on strictness' side because a society which relies on litigants to comply voluntarily cannot ignore defiant losers. If the declaratory judgment is the court's civilized remedy, then assurance of public adherence to the rule of law is the key to the use of that remedy.

As Professor Whitten points out, the *Steffel* opinion fails to distinguish fully between enjoining and declaring. But *Steffel* insists that declarations are less intrusive than injunctions. This general statement subsumes the absence of the contempt sanction. Moreover, the differences are not as clear as pure logic might impel.

"whether they wish to take any action in accordance with the principles set forth in this opinion")).

44 Doe v. Zimmerman, 405 F. Supp. 534, 537 (M.D. Pa. 1975); In United States v. Brittain, 319 F. Supp. 1058 (M.D. Ala. 1970), the Alabama miscegenation case discussed at n.1 supra, the court: (1) declared the statute unconstitutional, (2) enjoined enforcement at the state level, and (3) required the Attorney General to advise all probate judges that the law was invalid. Judge Garrity of Schneider v. Margossian, 349 F. Supp. 741 (D. Mass. 1972), is desegregating the schools of Boston with an injunction backed by contempt; see Morgan v. Kerrigan, 509 F.2d 618 (1st Cir. 1975).
The separate opinions in Steffel reveal some disagreement about the declaratory judgment’s attributes. Justice Rhenquist, concurring, asserted that declaratory judgments simply state rights and that federalism prevents a declaratory judgment that a prosecution is unconstitutional from becoming a foundation for a subsequent injunction.\(^{66}\) A declaratory judgment is merely persuasive, neither res judicata nor binding precedent.\(^{69}\) Justice White replied that a federal declaratory judgment is “more than a mere precedent”; indeed it “should be accorded res judicata effect in any later prosecution of that very conduct.”\(^{70}\) Nor must the winner of a federal declaration rest upon a state court plea of res judicata: “it would not seem improper to enjoin local prosecutors who refuse to observe adverse federal judgments.”\(^{71}\)

The majority opinion skated rapidly over the thin ice of res judicata and later injunctions. It merely accorded precedential effect to the declaration, stating that if the Supreme Court affirms a declaration that a prosecution is unconstitutional, then it will reverse any later criminal conviction.\(^{72}\) A more precise majority opinion might have destroyed unanimity. Justice White perceives a declaration as differing only a little from an injunction.\(^{73}\) Justice Rhenquist, on the other hand, views a declaration as an advisory opinion in an actual controversy.\(^{74}\) Justice Rhenquist repudiates Professor Borchard’s idea that declarations are the civilized remedy and overlooks the policy of interposing res judicata after one full “day in court” to prevent duplicative, potentially inconsistent adjudications\(^{75}\) and to ensure fairness, economy, and ultimately public respect. Justice White, it seems, holds the correct position.

As a thoughtful note points out, Steffel’s meaning depends on the preclusive effect of a declaration and whether a declaration may be the basis for a later injunction.\(^{76}\) Justice Rhenquist thinks that federal declarations are as legally binding as letters to the

\(^{64}\) 415 U.S. at 479.

\(^{65}\) Id.

\(^{66}\) Id. at 477.

\(^{67}\) Id. at 478.

\(^{68}\) Id. at 470.

\(^{69}\) Id. at 476-78.

\(^{70}\) Id. at 484.

\(^{71}\) Id. at 478-85. A. VESTAL, RES JUDICATA PRECLUSION 209-15 (1969); Whitten, supra note 67, at 682.

\(^{72}\) Note, Rutgers L. Rev. 720, 747-50 (1975).
editor of the local newspaper. But unless entitled to viability in res judicata situations, a declaration is an advisory opinion, unconstitutional under the "case or controversy" requirement. Congress, moreover, intended a declaration to be a foundation for an injunction.

To preserve the distinction between declarations and advisory opinions, declarations must mean something. But if an injunction automatically follows a declaration, then a declaration appears to be at least a nascent injunction. To preserve the distinction between declarations and injunctions, declarations may not be coercive. Therein lies the dilemma.

Contempt is the crucible of an injunction. The true test of an injunction is whether it will support contempt. If the difference between enjoining and declaring is that injunctions include sanctions, then we may expect the courts to enforce violated injunctions with contempt.

We might assume from the few written opinions upholding contempt that this is a remarkably law abiding nation. Recent history, however, lays that canard to rest. And one who looks will find many opinions in which the court could, but fails to utilize contempt. The contempt cases reveal those charged to uphold the law setting court orders to naught.

A strong policy of preserving respect for courts compels defendants to obey injunctions. Scorning federal court orders strikes a blow at federalism. Federal courts must protect federally guaranteed rights. Flouting injunctions dilutes the rule of law.

77 415 U.S. at 478-85.
78 415 U.S. at 478-85.
80 See, e.g., Griffin v. County School Board of Prince Edward Co., 363 F.2d 206 (4th Cir. 1966); In re Herndon, 325 F. Supp. 379 (M.D. Ala. 1971).
If the courts are outraged, they successfully dissemble and mildly resort to a variety of less than draconian tactics. They importune and remonstrate. They delay. They ignore the facts and find no intent or no willfulness. They convert criminal contempt into civil. They impose coercive contempt. This is, conceptually, a second injunction with the punishment specified, which allows the contemnor an opportunity to "purge" the contempt. Finally, they may enter a judgment of contempt without sanctions, observing that there is no sufficient reason to prosecute further. All this contrasts starkly with the newspaper reporters who were punished for contempt simply because they exercised what they believed to be their constitutional rights.

The seeker after intelligible doctrine examines contempt opinions in vain. A single generalization emerges: courts hesitate to use contempt against government officials. The remedial question is less what the law allows than what is politic. Contempt is an extraordinary remedy. "The very amplitude of the power," the Supreme Court said, "is a warning to use it with discretion, and a command never to exert it where it is not necessary or proper." Contempt is a flexible remedy. Courts employ contempt to attain compliance, not to display retribution. Finally, when dealing with refractory state and local officials, contempt may be unwise for a different reason; the blood of the martyrs, it is often observed, was the seed of the church.

A few questions arise. If coercive remedies are a matter of what is politic, should the court consider in advance whether it will be willing to impose contempt for a violation? If unwilling, should it refuse to enjoin and merely declare? If courts are unwilling to utilize contempt, are injunctions really de facto declarations? Should courts continue to enjoin but be more willing to find contempt and impose coercive sanctions? Or perhaps the courts should declare first under the least drastic means policy. Most people obey definitive statements of the law. Challenge to a decla-

---

83 O. Fiss, INJUNCTIONS 763-64 (1972).
84 United States v. Barnette, 346 F.2d 991 (5th Cir. 1965).
ration might lead to an injunction; and defiance of an injunction might be, in good conscience, contempt.

**CONCLUSION**

Precedent, class actions, declarations, and injunctions differ; but when abstract distinctions collide with remedial practicalities, the differences become less apparent. Moreover, many of the differences are of personal style and an articulated individual preferences which cannot be redacted in a word formula. Rules cannot accommodate the infinite variety of fact combinations. In the complex and serious business of government through courts, all these devices lend remedial flexibility. This article lacks final answers to some of the basic questions posed but hopefully will provide guide for the search for a civilized yet effective remedial structure in constitutional adjudication.